
BKP Biogas 
Upgrading Units

 

For biogas scrubbing

BKP –Biogas Upgrading Unit is used to produce vehi-
cle-grade fuel from biogas. BKP is designed to be 
built in a container. Therefore it is easy and fast to in-
stall, start production and if necessary, relocate.

Biogas is high quality form of energy. It is a clean 
burning renewable fuel and it can be generated from 
almost any organic material. Raw biogas is suitable 
for electricity and heat production, but best use for 
such a hi-octane fuel is vehicle use. Before utilisation 
in a vehicle biogas must be cleaned, dried and 
compressed.

BKP upgrading units use traditional counter current 
water absorption for cleaning impurity from biogas. 
Process enriches methane content and removes 
trace compounds. Finally gas is passed through 
desiccant dryer to lower the dew point. Capacity is 
tailored according to customer needs in the range of 
10 – 120 m3 raw biogas per hour.
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Equipment The Metener biogas upgrading technology 
   heat insulated container is perfectly suited for upgrading smaller 
   compression of gas flows of biogas into vehicle fuel at a cost 
   water recycling proportionate to the scale of fuel 
   control unit production. The BKP-series biogas 
   gas dryer upgraders are ideal for installation on 
   measurement of methane percentage biogas plants where the operator wishes 
   dew point measurement to optimize biogas output without 
   gas storage as an option reducing plant inputs, or when he might 
   vehicle card filling station as an option require a source of low-cost vehicle fuel in 
   high pressure compression as an addition to electricity and heat 
option production. Even the complete change 

from conventional electricity or CHP 
Mounting production to traffic biomethane 
Required in the mounting place: production is possible as Metener Ltd can 
   foundation for container provide whole chain from upgrading and 
   gas line treatment to a vehicle filling.
   water and drain connections
   electricity connection 32-125A 
depending on capacity

UPGRADING UNITS BKP10 BKP60 BKP120 

Electrical power  5.0 kW 25 kW 50 kW 
Water consumption 0.2-0.5 liter hour-1 2-3 liter hour-1 3-5 liter hour-1 
Raw gas flow rate 10 m3 hr-1 60 m3 hr-1 120 m3 hr-1 
Energy consumption including 
pressurization to 200 bar 

0.45-0.50 kWh  
Nm-3 raw gas 

0.37-0.42 kWh  
Nm-3 raw gas 

0.35-0.40 kWh  
Nm-3 raw gas 

CO2 removal efficiency 95-98 % 95-98 % 95-98 % 

 

Table.  Comparison of BKP- upgrading units


